Alsace
Region

Alsace : the smallest region of France!
The Alsace region is located in north-eastern France and is famous for its
wine, its colorful half-timbered houses and its castles which sit
enthroned on the summits of the Vosges Mountains.
Small in size but big in diversity, Alsace is an endless source of surprises
and
variety,
promising
a
truly
exceptional
time!
҉Strasbourg
Strasbourg is the prefecture and largest city of the Grand Est region of Eastern France
and the official seat of the European Parliament. Located at the border with Germany in the
historic region of Alsace, it is the prefecture of the Bas-Rhin department. The city is chiefly
known for its sandstone Gothic Cathedral with its famous astronomical clock.
҉Colmar
Colmar is the most Alsatian city of Alsace! Nestled among vineyards, its traditional
houses, canals, floral displays, amazing cuisine, famous wines and charming
accommodation make Colmar an outstanding microcosm of Alsace – showcasing its
lifestyle, conviviality and hospitality – the key features of its unique, exceptional welcome.
҉Haut-Koenigsbourg
The Haut-Koenigsbourg castle is one of the symbols of Alsatian heritage and a witness
to the course of European history. This fortress at an altitude of nearly 800 m offers a
breathtaking panoramic view over the Alsace plain, the Vosges Mountains, the Black Forest
and even, on a clear day, the Alps…
҉Ecomusée Alsace
Like a time machine, the “Écomusée” (eco-museum) immerses you in the Alsace of
yesteryear (but also of today and of tomorrow) in this living village, throughout the seasons
and celebrations! Over 80 buildings, both traditional and contemporary, in a luscious green,
timeless setting, give a vivid picture of what life was like in an Alsatian village at the turn of
the 20th century.
҉Alsace Wine Region
The food and the wine of Alsace is also a bit of a mish mash. For instance, Germanic
grape varieties like Gewurztraminer and Riesling dominate the French department, but in
Alsace they are produced in a very different style.
҉Alsatian Gastronomy
In Alsace, the art of eating is something to be taken seriously! A paradise for
gourmets, Alsace invites you to taste, enjoy and savor the delights of its gastronomy.
A symbol of conviviality, the “tarte flambée” is one of the most iconic dishes in Alsatian
cuisine. The thin, light crust is topped generously with onions, bacon bits and a mixture of
cream and soft, smooth cheese.
Having lunch in a winstub is a must-do during your stay in Alsace! You'll enjoy the
generous cooking, offering specialties such as traditional choucroute (sauerkraut), potato
“rösti”, liver dumplings, “Baeckeoffe” casserole, etc.
Also, the pretzel is a symbol of Alsace, and any time is the right time to enjoy one!
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